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September 17, 2002 ◆

“Tell the truth
and don’t be afraid.”

T U E S D AY

Still
undefeated

VOLUME 87, NUMBER 17
T H E D A I LY E A S T E R N N E W S . C O M

The women’s rugby team continued
its winning streak with a 55-0 win
over Ohio University this weekend.
Page 10
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Back to classes in Week 4
By Melissa Nielsen
CAMPUS EDITOR

After construction delays and complications,
many students taking art classes at the former
Booth West building will dive into their first full
week of learning this week, four weeks after
school began.
“The fourth week is looking good; it’s looking
very good,” said David Griffin, an art professor.
When students and faculty left the building
last week, there was running water and electricity in a few rooms.
The ventilation system also was in the
beginning stages of installation, but not functioning.
When students and faculty returned Monday,
they found running water, electricity and a
working ventilation system throughout the
building. Workers also moved in and positioned
sculpture studio equipment over the weekend.
Rex Hilligoss, architect for faculties planning
and management, said he hoped the vents would
be installed a few weeks ago. However, material problems and scheduling conflicts delayed
installation.
To speed construction along and get classes
underway, the university asked the landlord of
the former Booth West to hire outside contractors to help install the ventilation and electricity system by this week.
Through an agreement with the university
and the landlords, all contractors for former
Booth West renovations have been hired
through the building’s owner.
The ventilation system was key for most art
classes because many projects involve chemicals or materials that give off fumes. Its completion marks the start of true learning for
many art teachers.
“Out of all of this (the completion of the vent
system) has been the most pleasant surprise,”
Griffin said.
He said with vents running and the second
sink in his room working, he can begin teaching
his advanced and beginner metalsmithing and
jewelry students to the fullest extent. Last
week, he taught beginning students about the
tools and equipment they would be using, and
this week the same students will be getting
hands-on experience.
Denise Rehm-Mott, a print shop teacher, said
with proper ventilation her class can finally use
acid, paint thinner and other chemicals needed
to conduct a productive printing class.
“I am ecstatic,” Rehm-Mott said. “Now I can
start teaching to the fullest extent.”
The building still needs finishing touches that
may take a few more weeks. Light fixtures and
emergency lighting need to be installed.
However, Hilligoss said the rest of the con-

UPD follows
leads in Feltt
assault,
no suspects
◆ University of Illinois
students questioned
By Melissa Nielsen
CAMPUS EDITOR

COLIN MCAULIFFE/PHOTO EDITOR

Nam Clark, a senior 2 dimension studio major, works at his 2D print, Monday evening at the former
Booth West building. Finally students will be able to breath easily because the air vents have been
installed.
struction will not disturb or prohibit class.
The last major project remaining is the completion of the bathrooms. Though they are functional right now, there are not partitions, and
Hilligoss could not say when the partitions
would be put on.
“I’m pleased with the progress and I think we
are about done,” he said.
Art classes have been relocated to the former
Booth West until 2005 during the renovation of
the Doudna Fine Arts Center. Construction on

former Booth West started after the Eastern’s
Board of Trustees voted at its July 3 meeting to
lease the building.
Many students have been expressing concern
over the last few weeks about the quality of education students were receiving in classrooms
that were not finished.
“I have never not been happy. I think the contractors have done an amazing job considering
the time period (they had to work in),” Hilligoss
said.

The
University
Police
Department is still trying to contact a group of students who
were on campus the night Bill
Feltt, an English instructor, was
assaulted.
Adam Due, chief public safety officer, said some people
from the group have been identified and contacted.
They are not students at
Eastern, and they also are not
suspects in the case.
He also said none of the contacted visitors were from
Champaign, despite help in
locating
them
from
the
Champaign Police Department.
No new leads have come up in
the case, and police are still
encouraging anyone with information about the beating to contact them.
A reward of $2,500 has been
offered for information leading
to the arrest and conviction of
any of Feltt’s attackers.
Feltt was assaulted by six to
eight white males in their 20s at
1:50 a.m. Aug. 27 on the southwest side of Martin Luther King
Jr University Union.
Feltt was admitted to Sarah
Bush Lincoln Health Center on
Aug. 27, treated for bruises and
released Sept.2.
However, new symptoms put
him back in Good Samaritan
Hospital in Vincennes, Ind. on
Sept. 3 where he was treated
for a skull fracture, sinus infection and a small brain hemorrhage.
He was released from Good
Samaritan
Hospital
on
Thursday, Sept. 12.
Neither Feltt nor his family
and friends could be contacted
about his present condition
Monday.

Cunningham races to save girl’s life
By Melissa Nielsen
CAMPUS EDITOR

Amie Cunningham, graduate
family and consumer sciences
major, loves to run marathons. She
loves to push herself to beat personal-best times, to feel her heart
pounding against her chest as she
completes the final mile of a run
and to know she has advanced to a
new level of running.
However, the next marathon
Cunningham runs will go far
beyond surpassing records and
pumping adrenaline. This time, she
is running to save a little girl’s life.
Cunningham is trying to raise
more than $4,000 for Jordan
Pickering, a three-year-old girl suffering from acute lymphocytic
leukemia. She was matched up
with the girl by The Leukemia and
Lymphoma Society Team in
Training, a group that hosts
marathons around the country to
raise money for people with

Spotlight:
People
◆ In the spotlight this
week is Amie
Cunningham.
This article is part of
a series focused on events, people
and organizations in our community

leukemia and for leukemia
research.
“I can run 26 miles, and these little kids have to fight to wake up
every day,” Cunningham said. “I
think that’s really heartbreaking.”
Because she missed a deadline
to run the next Leukemia Societysponsored marathon in Chicago,
she will have to travel to Honolulu
Dec. 8 to participate in the next
marathon. The long distance
requires her to raise more money
than usual, and in her third week of
fund raising, Cunningham has only

raised $550.
As she approaches her Oct. 31
deadline, Cunningham is reaching
out to individuals and business
sponsors to give her the needed
financial push to send her the
marathon.
“The hardest part about this has
been raising the money,” she said.
“One of the hardest things I have
ever done is to go out and ask people for donations.”
If she doesn’t raise the money,
the donations she has collected so
far will all go to the family.
However, Cunningham will not be
able to run in the marathon. That
possibility, however, is the least of
the runner’s worries.
“This time it’s not for me. It
wouldn’t upset me if I couldn’t go
to Hawaii,” she said. “I would be
upset because now I have this little
girl and her family, and they are
depending on me to help raise
money. It’s a lot more pressure.”
Cunningham contacted the

Leukemia
Society after
she decided to
take
on
marathon running as a hobby.
She ran her
first marathon
a few years ago
with the Army
Jordan Pickering
N a t i o n a l
Reserves, and
participated in two more after that.
Before she takes off to run for
Pickering, she will go to Chicago to
run one last marathon for herself.
“The last time I went to a
marathon I thought I wanted to do
it for someone besides myself,” she
said. “I wanted to do something
that benefited children. I think it’s
so devastating when children get
sick.”
Pickering was diagnosed with
leukemia in July 2000, more than a
year after she was born, and is now
undergoing heavy treatment.

Every Tuesday she makes the routine pilgrimage with her parents to
the hospital, where she is treated
with chemotherapy and radiation.
Pickering has a 50 percent chance
of survival, but Cunningham hopes
the money she raises coupled with
the show of support will help the
sick child pull through.
“Every mile that I run and every
dollar that I raise is dedicated to
her,” Cunningham said. “This is all
for her.”
Her dedication does not stop
with one 26 mile run or one, nine
hour trip to Hawaii. Her mission
has spanned over five months of
training and fund raising.
On top of juggling a full time job
and an overloaded class schedule,
she finds time to run at least five
times a week. Her training
requires her to get up at 5 a.m. to
beat the summer heat and avoid
sunburn and then run between 12
SEE CUNNINGHAM
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Wacker Drive
revamp presented
at technology fair
By Caitlin Prendergast
ACTIVITIES EDITOR

A presentation on the $200 million structural revamping of
Chicago’s Wacker Drive, a massive project that has already
caused one casualty, was shown
to about 90 people in Lumpkin
Hall Auditorium Monday.
Stan Kaderbek, deputy commissioner and chief engineer for
the City of Chicago’s Department
of Transportation, outlined the
details of the project to a group of
mostly technology students in
“Chicago’s Wacker Drive Project:
A Technology Challenge.”
The project, which includes a
complete reconstruction of the
road and complete restoration of
the limestone arches along
Wacker Drive, has been going on
since March 2001 and has seen
some dangerous moments.
One young man who was working on the site was killed last year
when one of the columns the
crew was trying to restore shifted.
“Construction work is inherently dangerous, and it doesn’t
allow a lot of room for mistakes,”
Kaderbek said. “Other than that,
it’s a well-run, safe project.”
Wacker Drive was conceived
in 1909 as part of a transportation
plan for Chicago, and it was built
between 1924 and 1926.
The structure is one of the first
projects to connect water and
land transportation models, and
it’s one of the first two-level roadways ever built, Kaderbek said.
In 1996, Wacker Drive was
identified as a priority for
replacement when the two-foot
thick concrete deck separating
the roadways began to fail. Plans
were then made to undertake the
difficult task of repairing the
roadway and surrounding structures.
“Reconstructing a mile of a
two-level viaduct in the heart of
downtown Chicago is a challenge,” Kaderbek said.

“Construction work is
inherently dangerous
and doesn’t allow room
for a lot of mistakes.”
—Stan Kaderbek
On a typical day, Wacker Drive
carries 60,000 vehicles and
pedestrians and is used by 20 bus
routes, Kaderbek said. Daytime
construction must be done sparingly, and with full cooperation
from the community.
“Each phase of the project has
a different type of construction
that requires public outreach,”
Kaderbek said.
“In Chicago, we insist upon
having this outreach.”
The Wacker Drive project,
which is backed by “creative
financing” is set to be complete
by May.
Kaderbek’s presentation was
the first of many technologyrelated sessions sponsored by the
school of technology in observance of its centennial anniversary this year. Future sessions
for the Technology Symposium
entitled “Technology and Us” will
showcase different topics and
will be held every two to three
weeks throughout the fall and
spring semesters.
Wafeek Wahby, industrial technology program coordinator and
chair of the school of technology’s centennial committee, was
impressed with Kaderbek’s presentation.
“I think it was a good start for
the symposium, and we had a
good turnout,” Wahby said.
Scott Mueller, junior industrial
technology major with a construction concentration, thought
the session was clear and informative.
“Now I have a good idea of how
these projects are worked on,”
Mueller said.

D A N I E L L E E / S TA F F P H O T O G R A P H E R

New dog, New Tricks
Brian Waters, a sophomore journalism major, sits outside of Thomas Hall with his good companion, Queen,
Monday afternoon.

COMING

UP

Hencken speaks at Faculty Senate meeting
By John Chambers
STUDENT GOVERNMENT EDITOR

Interim President Lou Hencken
will be present, as well as the rest
of the President’s Council at the
Faculty Senate meeting today.
“I think the president (Lou
Hencken) will be talking about
enrollment. It (senate meeting)
will be a general update on the university with a focus on the honors

program,” said chair Anne Zahlan.
Professor
Herb
Lasky,
University Honors program director, will discuss the status of the
honors program.
Zahlan said Hencken will likely
mention enrollment and the university’s ranking in U.S. News and
World Report. Eastern was ranked
31st among its peer Midwest
schools for the second year in a

row.
Zahlan said faculty will likely
want to discuss network problems
because their classes and student
assignments have been affected.
“The faculty are interested in
having a reliable infrastructure,”
she said.
The senate meets Tuesdays at 2
p.m. in Booth Library Conference
Room 4440.

Special Olympics festival seeks volunteers
By Chris Luther
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Students have a chance to give
back to the community this
Saturday at the annual Special
Olympics Family Festival (SOFF)
at Lake Land College in Mattoon.
Special Olympians from all over
East Central Illinois participate in
the 19th annual SOFF.
However, more volunteers are
needed to make the festival a success, and organizers say volunteers often find the experience

POLICE

valuable.
“Volunteers at SOFF never forget the heart-warming experience
of spending a day with a Special
Olympian,” said Sam Jurka, SOFF
chair, in a press release.
“Memories of an unforgettable
smile on the face of an Olympian
really can last a lifetime.”
Last year, there were more than
600 Eastern student volunteers
that helped with the “Friends-ForA-Day” program. The Friends-ForA-Day program pairs an Olympian
up with a volunteer. The volunteer

helps the Olympian locate and participate in the games and activities.
At last year’s SOFF, more than
2,000 volunteers participated.
“It means so much to our Special
Olympians to enjoy the celebration
with their Friend-For-A-Day,”
Jurka said.
Volunteers must be able to
attend the festival Tuesday, Sept.
17, 2002, at Buzzard Auditorium.
For more information, stop by
the Special Education Department
Office at 1212 Buzzard Hall to register.

of alcohol by a minor.

Avenue for public urination.

BLOTTER

◆ Purchase/Acceptance of
Alcohol By a Minor
Michael P. Morales, 20, of Oak
Brook was arrested at 2:13 a.m.
Saturday for purchase/ acceptance
of alcohol by a minor.
Brianne Adrias, 19, of Ninth St.
was arrested at 2:13 a.m. Saturday
for the purchase/ acceptance of
alcohol by a minor and possession

Nicole M. Palmieri, 20, of Ninth
St. was arrested at 2:13 a.m.
Saturday for the purchase/ acceptance of alcohol by a minor.

◆ Public Urination
Dustin A. Ikemire, 23, of
Robinson was arrested at 2:38 a.m.
Sunday on the 200 block of Polk

◆ Aggravated Assault/
Criminal Damage to
Property
Daniel H. Cypser, 21, of Sixth St.
was arrested at 12:32 a.m. Friday
on the 500 block of Monroe
Avenue for aggravated assault,
criminal trespassing and criminal
damage to property.

Tuesday, September 17, 2002
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Revised resolution may be implemented
Original resolution was written to extend committee membership availability to
students, senate members, according to Jeff Tischauser, co-author of resolution
◆

By John Chambers
STUDENT GOVERNMENT EDITOR

COLIN MCAULIFFE/PHOTO EDITOR

Going for the goal
Tony Ciolino, a freshman economics major, juggles a
soccer ball on his head Monday evening in the South
Quad.

A proposed Student Senate resolution suggesting that executives
only serve on specified committees
failed at last week’s senate meeting
after heated debate, but could be
revived this week.
A revised resolution of the proposal will be presented to the senate in upcoming weeks said Jeff
Tischauser, a senate member and
co-author of the resolution.
The current student government
constitution does not limit senate
executives from serving on any
committees, but Tischauser said
the revised resolution will propose
to limit the executives to only serving on those in their area.
The resolution was written to
extend committee membership
availability to other students and
senate members, Tischauser said at
last week’s senate meeting.
“I feel that people (executives)
abuse their power to fill them (committees) for themselves,” he said. “I
would appreciate a little input on
what committees are open.”
Tischauser said senate members
cited problems such as filling positions on committees when involvement is lax and the creation of new
committees that would not presently be mentioned in the proposal.
Executives expressed concerns
that limiting them from committees
will limit experience and familiarity they could offer.

“I don’t think you should
limit the executives.
Whenever the students
elected us, they elected us
in those specific areas
because they thought we
would be knowledgeable (in
those executive positions).”
—Ronald Deedrick, vice president for academic
affairs
“I don’t think you should limit
the executives. Whenever the
students elected us, they elected
us in those specific areas
because they thought we would
be knowledgeable (in those executive
positions),”
Ronald
Deedrick, vice president for academic affairs, said.
He said the resolution would
be detrimental to executives.
“I think that we keep our constitution vague for a reason. I
think the matter really just
ought to be left alone,” Deedrick
said.
“The constitution changes a
lot–it used to list the committees
(for executives),” said Marty
Ruhaak, vice president for public affairs, at last week’s meet-

ing.
He said limiting executives
limits committees.
“ Yo u d o n ’ t w a n t t o p u t
people on there (committees) that don’t have a formal
knowledge
of
what
they’re doing.”
The new resolution will
be more specific for any
executive limitations, said
T i s c h a u s e r.
“I want to talk to more senators. I heard the complaints senators had, and I would be willing to work with them,” he said.
Student
senator
Dwight
Nelson, co-author of the first
resolution, said the revised version will be a proposed bill,
instead of a resolution.
He said the main change will
be not to specify any committees
the executives can serve on, so
the bill will not become outdated
with the addition of new committees, and a date will be listed for
the proposed bill to take effect.
He said senators can still
offer experience to committees
that have more knowledge in
relating to their current executive position. This can be
a ccomplished by sitting on as exofficiary members as provided in
the student government constitution.
“It seems to me they didn’t
understand they were already
ex-officiary mem b e r s , ” N e l s o n
said.

Democratic state representative candidate to lecture on voting
Eastern
graduate
and
Democratic state representative candidate John Hayden will
speak to Eastern students
tonight about voting.
Hayden, who earned his master’s degree at Eastern, was also
a member of the University
Democrats, which organized his

visit to campus.
Matt Bergbower, senior political science major, said he
thinks Hayden will mostly
speak about voting.
“I don’t think his speech will
all be political,” Bergbower
said. “He is going to support
voting.”
However, Bergbower was
unsure if Hayden would speak
about his campaign.

“I don’t think (John
Hayden’s) speech will
all be political”
—Matt Bergbower, senior political
science major
Hayden is running against
Republican Chapin Rose to

represent the 110th district.
Bergbower also said Hayden
spoke to some classes yesterday, and will speak to more
today.
The University Democrats
will be holding a meeting after
Hayden speaks, discussing
ways to get students registered to vote.
The University Democrats
are planning how they will reg-
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ister students starting on
September 26. Bergbower said
that in the last election the
University Democrats registered about 900 people, but only
about 50 actually voted.
“We are going to do anything
we can to get people to vote,”
Bergbower said.
Hayden’s speech will be at 6
p.m. Tuesday in room 2131 of
Coleman Hall.

RUSH SIG E P

Join the men of Sigma Phi
Epsilon for Taco Bell
tonight

From: 5-7 p.m.
Where: Sig Ep House (red brick house
off greek Court)
Call Joe @ 581-3027 for any questions

Come meet the men of

SIGMA CHI
and the ladies of EIU

Tuesday night at the
Sigma Chi House
1021 Greek Ct.
All you can eat sub sandwiches
6-9 p.m.

Call Dave 581-6883 for rides

ADVERTISE
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By Shannon Partain

You’llBe
Surprised by
the Results
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OPINION

“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”

Check out the Marching Blue

Editorial board
Shauna Gustafson, Editor in chief
Michelle Jones, Managing editor
Jamie Fetty, News editor
Amber Williams, Associate news editor
Jessica Danielewicz, Editorial page editor
Nate Bloomquist, Sports editor
slgustafson@eiu.edu

EDITORIAL

Firewall
necessary,
helpful

Jessica
Danielewicz
Editorial page
editor and
semi-monthly
columnist
for The Daily
Eastern News
Danielewicz also
is a senior
journalism
major.
She can be reached
at 581-2812 or
jdanielewicz@eiu.edu

Universities are supposed to be at the cutting
edge of technology. Earlier this year and last
spring, Eastern’s outdated network crawled along
or wasn’t functional at all because of overuse.
The decision to install a firewall, a filter
installed in network routers limiting the amount
of file sharing on the network, cuts both ways.
It has been found that network problems result-

The Panther football team has
two games under its belt and will
play its home opener this
Saturday at O’Brien Stadium.
Despite two losses this season,
things change when the Panthers
play at O’Brien. I’m looking forward to seeing what the Panthers
have in store for the home crowd
this season.
One thing I am really looking
forward to is something that is
often overlooked – the Marching
Blue!
The marching what? The
marching band is one of the
biggest organizations on campus.
It practices a lot. You can’t go outside on a Monday, Wednesday or
Friday afternoon without hearing
it. You get awakened on game-day
mornings by the band’s dress
rehearsals.
The band is the half-time entertainment and a spirit group. In all
of the post-season thank yous,
those involved are thanked for the
team’s success – the players, the
fans, the spirit groups. But by
spirit groups, most people are
referring to the cheerleaders and
the dance team. What about the
marching band?
Maybe its because I’m a two-year
veteran of the marching band and I
know how hard the members work,
but I think they deserve more
recognition. I’ve been involved in
music for a good portion of my life,
and I would still be in the marching
band, except I had to give it up in
order to work in my major.

“It takes a lot of effort
and coordination to
march into several
formations in step
while playing music
you have memorized.”
The marching band has already
logged more practice hours than
most people spend practicing anything, and its only the fourth week
of school. Members endured
extreme temperatures for the
whole week before school started,
and since, to put together some
great shows.
This year, the marching band is
preparing five different shows,
one for each of the home games.
The first one for this weekend will
be the traditional patriotic show.
Coming later in the semester will
be a 70s funk show, a 70s trumpet
show, a Wayne’s World show and
an anniversary tradition show in
honor of the 75th anniversary of
Eastern’s marching band.
The marching band has performed at Chicago Bears games
and will perform this year at an
Indianapolis Colts game and it will
also perform an exhibition at the
annual marching band festival on
Oct. 5.
On game day, you can hear the
band coming. Its morning

rehearsals are often the early
wake up call to students who
stayed out too late on Friday
night. Then an hour before kick
off, the band lines up and marches
into the stadium, setting off car
alarms and chanting its spirited
cadences.
The marching band is as much
a spirit group as the cheer leaders
and the dance team, despite the
lack of recognition. During each
quarter, the band can be heard
playing fun music from the
stands, cheering together and
being generally crazy. Members
are tired and hot in those heavy
uniforms, but they still stand and
cheer when no one else is standing
and cheering.
Call me a band geek if you want
to, but I’m looking forward to seeing the band’s first performance
this Saturday. Maybe it is because
I was in the marching band for
two years and I know how hard it
is. Think about it: It takes a lot of
effort and coordination to march
into several formations in step
while playing music you have
memorized.
I’m still involved with the
marching band through my band
service sorority and I think it is
sounding and looking great.
So go to the football game this
weekend. Tailgate, cheer with the
cheer leaders and Pink Panthers,
eat nachos from the concession
stand. But make sure to stay for
half time and see the Marching
Blue of EIU.

ed from file sharing, something required of programs for downloading music. When the network
problem was isolated, as
much as 90 percent of the
network can be consumed by
file sharing activity, which in
turn slows down the university network. Not only was it
difficult for downloading
music, but it was also difficult for students needing the
network for classes to get
their work done.
The firewall has already
improved network speed,
which will make plenty of
students smile. But losing
the ability to freely share

At issue
Recentlyinstalled
firewall
Our stance
Though it is
unfortunate
downloads are
now limited, the
new firewall is
necessary to
help the
university’s
network
function
properly.

music and other files
between computers with programs like Napster
will likely draw the ire of many students.
But what other choice did the university have?
Network engineer Tim Lewis said Eastern could
buy more bandwidth, which would give the network a wider ‘pipeline’ to the Internet, but this
option is costly. Eastern has already failed to
make money for the network because cell phones
and phone cards are more often used than the university’s long distance plan.
Lewis also said no matter how much bandwidth
Eastern would buy, it would ultimately be eaten
up by users at some point.
The firewall may be turned down in the evening
after peak hours, but only a select few computers
would likely be able to access file sharing and it
would be at a slower speed. The firewall is currently in effect all day.
The debate over the ethics of downloading
music and other files for free is still being hammered out and has already claimed the popular
Napster software program. Eastern’s firewall
will all but stop usage of similar software on
campus.
With more students enrolled at Eastern, there
are more computers. The network will continue to
be taxed with a high usage rate, so something
needed to be done.
Though it’s a shame Eastern had to resort to
firewall tactics, it is good the network is working
faster and is functional again.
The editorial is the majority opinion of the
Daily Eastern News editorial board.

YOUR

TURN:

LETTERS

TO

THE

EDITOR

Administrator not sincere in efforts
Does anyone with a shred
of common sense believe a
word Dr. Jill Nilsen utters?
Nilsen did not give a pay
raise to her favored few. It
was a salary adjustment.
Can’t we tell the difference?
Nilsen treats her budget
as it if is her personal piggy
bank. Why complain about
that?
Her inadequacies in her
present position are always
covered by “outside consultants” who are always paid
out of “her” budget. Nilsen
can’t do her job, so she
wastes enormous amounts of
university money to get
answers that she was hired
to provide herself.

When the consultants
return with a report Nilsen
dislikes, it is jettisoned into
the memory hole. The
money may have been wasted, but Nilsen could not care
less.
Her supposed concern for
Eastern alumni is a cruel
joke. Nilsen only cares about
alumni who agree with her.
All other alumni might as
well cease to exist, because
in Nilsen’s world only one
thing matters, and it is: All
animals are equal, but some
are more equal than others.
Joe Heumann,
professor of speech
communication

Thanks for help
with ceremonies
I am writing to thank all the
individuals and groups who
helped in the development of
Eastern’s Sept. 11 memorial
services. Among those central
to the success of these memorials were the Eastern Brass
Quintet and Concert Choir; the
University Police, Charleston
Police, Sheriff, and Fire

departments; Eastern’s
Military Science Department,
International Students,
Student Government; The
Daily Eastern News and
Times-Courier. Special thanks
to Sandy Cox, Stacia Lynch,
Bev Cruse, and Bonnie Irwin
for all their creativity and
hard work.
With great appreciation,
David Onestak
Director, Counseling Center

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: The Daily Eastern News accepts letters to the editor
addressing local, state, national and international issues. They should be less than 250
words and include the authors’ name, telephone number and address. Students should
indicate their year in school and major. Faculty, administration and staff should indicate
their position and department. Letters whose authors cannot be verified will not be
printed. Depending on space constraints, we may edit letters, so keep it concise.
Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern News at 1811 Buzzard Hall, Charleston IL
61920; faxed to 217-581-2923; or mailed to slgustafson@eiu.edu
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Revamped policy would forbid student, faculty relationships
Faculty Senate must
pass proposed policy
on student, faculty
relationships

◆

By John Chambers
STUDENT GOVERNMENT EDITOR

The university currently has a
policy describing the relationships allowed between faculty
and students, but a proposal from
English professor Ray Watkins to
the Faculty Senate could add to it.

Watkins said his proposed policy is worded in the same language
as one at the University of
Illinois.
The policy would state that it
is not acceptable for professors
to conduct a relationship with
students even if it is legally consensual.
“This (faculty student relationships) is the kind of thing
people are afraid of,” Watkins
said. “I think (what) a lot of us
are concerned about, is (students) leave the university,
and these kind of experiences

occur in professional life.”
The university has a policy on sexual harassment
concerning faculty and student relationships, but not
wording
similar
to
the
University
of
Illinois,’
which suggests a professor
would be acting in a bad
manner by conducting a
relationship with a student
said Cynthia Nichols, director of the Civil Rights and
Diversity office.
“If you were in a class and you
were being unfairly graded

because of a relationship with a
faculty member, they could file a
complaint — and they could file
it now,” Nichols said.
She said Watkin’s proposed
policy is possible if added
under the university’s professional conduct code.
Watkins said most universities wou l d h a v e h a d h i s p r o posed policy operating 10
years ago, and the policy
will alert students to their
civil rights.
Wa t k i n s s a i d h e l e a r n e d
o f E a s t e r n ’s p o l i c y o n f a c -

ulty student relationships
at an orientation conducted
through the Civil Rights
O ffice for new professors.
“Sexual harassment workshops for new professors at
universities usually contain
this kind of thing,” he said.
The policy was mentioned
at last week’s senate meeting
and will be discussed by the
Faculty-Student
Relations
Committee in the future said
chair Anne Zahlan.
She had no
comment on
the proposed policy change.

City council to address
appearance of square
◆

Eight different ordinances on council’s agenda

By Maura Possley
CITY EDITOR

Various funds are on the agenda
at city council Tuesday night
that will keep up the look of
the town square.
The city council meeting at
7:30 tonight has eight ordinances on its agenda that
authorize expenditure of
loans to several businesses
including China Cafe and
Jackson Avenue Coffee.
The purpose of the loans are
to keep businesses in the area
and maintain the look of the
Square.
Most all of the loans are
for rehabilitation work on
the outside of the businesses.
“What we’re really trying
to do is keep them in the
area,” said Mayor Dan
Cougill.
Furthermore is selection of
a bidder for the benches to
be put in the square as part
of the town beautification
project.

“What we’re really
trying to do is keep
(businesses) in the
area.”
—Mayor Dan Cougill
The benches are estimated
to cost more than $10,000 and
begin to attract business to
the city and keep it there.
Also at tonight’s meeting
is the end of the two-week
public inspection period for
the proposal making possession of 2.5 grams of marijuana a violation of a city
ordinance.
If the ordinance passes,
the violation will no longer
go on a person’s record but
will carry a $250 fine.
City council meetings
a r e o p e n t o t h e public at
the municipal building located at 520 Jackson Avenue.

COLIN MCAULIFFE/PHOTO EDITOR

Competing on the tennis court
Jenny Janus, a freshman psychology major, picks up a tennis ball during a game against Matt James, a freshman computer systems information major Monday evening at the tennis courts on the corner of 7th Street and Roosevelt Avenue.

The Body Shop
348-TANS
Best Beds In Town
10% OFF ANY TANNING PACKAGE OR LOTION
MONDAY-FRIDAY 8AM-10PM

You could have

advertised

right here!

RUSH SP

SUNDAY 12PM-5PM

RUSH SP

RUSH SP

SIGMA PI
Tuesday, September 17th come and
join the men of Sigma Pi for an
all you can eat Steak Dinner
at 6 pm at 956 6th Street.

Intramural Champions
Greek Week Champions
Little Men Tug Champions
“Was There Ever A Choice?”

RUSH SIGMA PI 2002
For rides call 345-9523 or 348-5413

RUSH SP

RUSH SP

RUSH SP

RUSH SP RUSH SP RUSH SP RUSH SP

Howdy Partner...

RUSH SP RUSH SP RUSH SP RUSH SP

RUSH SP

SATURDAY 9AM-5PM

RUSH SP
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Cunningham:

Financial, emotional
goals help keep focus
in perspective
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

and 18 miles.
“I don’t get a lot of sleep at all,”
she said. “I think it’s a good cause,
so I think it’s worth it.”
She has also written over 80 letters, asking businesses and individuals to donate.
Her goal is to write 20 more letters in the next three weeks, but
she is hoping a large contribution
will put her over the top soon.
Through weeks with little sleep
and the frustration of fund raising, Cunningham still keeps her

reason for running in perspective.
She said knowing she is bringing
financial and emotional support to
the Pickering family keeps her
going.
“They just love it. Whenever a
parent has a child who is sick and
has to go the hospital, usually one
parent can’t work because they are
so consumed with doctors and bills
and hospital stays,” she said.
“It’s very hard for these families, so any support that they get
helps them survive and live each
day.”
Cunningham said donations of
any amount would be greatly
appreciated. Checks can be made
out to The Leukemia and
Lymphoma Society and sent to
2278 W. State St., Charleston, Ill.
61920. For answers to any questions, call Cunningham at (217)
512-6900.

Official: attackers fire
rockets at Afghan city
◆
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No injuries reported

KABUL, Afghanistan (AP) —
U.S. aircraft patrolled the skies
over an eastern Afghan town
Monday
after
unidentified
attackers fired a volley of rockets near a U.S. outpost, officials
said. No deaths or injuries were
reported.
Elsewhere, two U.S. special
operations soldiers were slightly
injured Sunday when their vehicle
hit an explosive device, possibly a
land mine, between the eastern
cities of Asadabad and Jalalabad,
the U.S. military said.
Six rockets exploded early
Monday near the airport in Khost
where U.S. troops have a base,
according to Mohammed Khan
Gorbuz, spokesman for the
provincial governor. There were
no injuries.
After the attack, Gorbuz said

American airplanes were spotted
patrolling the skies but did not
fire.
Such attacks have been common in the Khost area this year.
Al-Qaida and Taliban fugitives
are still in the area, and warlord
Bacha Khan Zadran has been
fighting the provincial governor’s
forces for control of the province,
which borders Pakistan.
On Wednesday, two rockets
exploded in an open field near
Khost airport in a similar attack.
U.S. military officials have said
that between 500 and 1,000 U.S.
troops have been sent recently to
two bases in Khost to augment
U.S. special operations teams.
The move was taken to bolster
the American military presence
in an area where large numbers
of al-Qaida and Taliban fighters
are believed to be trying to
regroup.

White House says Iraqi
inspections offer would fail
UNITED NATIONS (AP) —
The White House dismissed
Iraq’s offer Monday to let
weapons inspectors return there
unconditionally — a move that
could be an attempt to split the
Security Council and preclude
stern U.S. action against Iraq.
The White House released a
written statement that called the
offer “a tactical step by Iraq in
hopes of avoiding strong U.N.
Security Council action.”
“As such, it is a tactic that will
fail,” spokesman Scott McClellan
said in the statement.
“This is not a matter of inspections. It is about disarmament of
Iraq’s weapons of mass destruction and the Iraqi regime’s compliance with all other Security
Council resolutions,” McClellan
said in Washington.
Another White House official,
speaking
on
condition
of
anonymity, said the letter did not
surprise the administration,
because of a historical pattern of
such 11th-hour communiques

“It is about disarmament of Iraq’s weapons
of mass destruction
and the Iraqi regime
compliance.”
—Scott McClellan

and because Bush administration
officials had prior indications
that Iraq was preparing it.
The administration seeks three
things in a new U.N. resolution: a
list of Iraqi violations of previous
resolutions; steps Iraq needs to
take to comply; and consequences Iraq will face if it does
not comply.
The new Iraqi offer meets
none of the administration’s
demands, and U.S. officials see
no reason to budge from its position, this official said. A second

senior official described White
House’s attitude toward the letter as “very, very dismissive.”
Iraqi
President
Saddam
Hussein waited just four days to
notify U.N. Secretary General
Kofi Annan that he will allow
unfettered inspections.
Saddam made the offer just as
consultations over the wording
of a new U.N. Security Council
resolution were in the initial
stages.
The letter, released early
Monday evening, is certain to be
seized on by countries opposed to
any move by the Security
Council to give the United States
the green light to depose Saddam
militarily if he attempts to limit
inspections.
France, in particular, believes
the focus of the international
community should be on disarmament, not regime change, a
point underscored Monday by
French Foreign Dominique de
Villespin during a luncheon with
reporters.

West Nile claims another Canadian victim
TORONTO (AP) — One of three
men with confirmed cases of West
Nile virus in Canada year has
died, a health official said
Monday.
David Jensen, a spokesman for
Ontario’s health ministry, confirmed the unidentified patient’s
death, but couldn’t say if the cause
was the mosquito-borne virus that
has killed dozens in the United
States or other health problems
the victim suffered.
Another six people in Canada

are being tested for the illness. In
1999, an Ontario man died from
the disease after contracting it in
New York.
The three confirmed cases
were all Ontario men, including a
60-year-old and a 70-year-old from
the Peel Region west of Toronto.
None of their names has been
released.
Illinois, the state most afflicted
by West Nile, reported Monday
that its death toll from the mosquito-borne virus had risen by two

to 18.
In the United States, the virus
has killed 66 people and infected
1,460 in 30 states and the District
of Columbia, according to statistics from the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention.
The virus causes flu-like symptoms and sometimes swelling of
the brain, although most people
bitten by an infected bug never
get sick. The virus is most dangerous for the elderly and people
with weak immune systems.

What’s available at the
Health Service
Medical Exams, Tel-A-Nurse Phone Triage, Lab & X-Ray Procedure, Pharmacy,
Immunizations, Women’s Health Exam’s, Allergy Injections, STD Exams, Over-the-Counter
Medications, Splints, Slings, Crutches, TB Testing, Health Education,
Resource Materials, Referrals to Specialists, Pregnancy Testing,
Birth Control Consulting, Flu Shots

Call For Appointment 581-2727
Fall Hours:
Monday-Friday
7:30am-4:30pm...Regular Hours
4:30pm-6:00pm...Nurse on Duty
Saturday
10am-2:00pm...Nurse on Duty

Just Health Service is available to all
Call!!! full and part time students.

Martin Luther King Jr. University Union

Bookstore
Eastern Illinois University

2 5 % SOa lfe f R uEn sI US e p tN1o5 -v2 1e l t i e s
Hurry for Best Selections

Advertise
IT REALLY WILL PAY OFF

GIVE IT A TRY

Store Hours:
Monday - Thursday 8:00am to 8:00pm
Friday 8:00am to 4:30pm
Saturday 10:00am to 4:00pm
Sunday 1:00 pm to 5:00 pm

Phone (217) 581-5821
Fax (217) 581-6625

$1 Well Drinks
$2 24oz cans
$2 Jager Shots
$2.75 BBQ Pork Sandwich
W/ Fries or Fried Chips
ATM

A D V E RT I S E !
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Eastern students savor
Road Scholar College Tour

COLIN MCAULIFFE/PHOTO EDITOR

Tiffany Groene, a sophomore undeclared major, holds on
for dear life as she is on the simulation bull Monday at the
Road Scholar College School. The program is an educational program to promote awareness of drunk driving
and road rage.

D A N I E L L E E / S TA F F P H O T O G R A P H E R
COLIN MCAULIFFE/PHOTO EDITOR

Sarah Glascock, a grad student in college student
affairs, gets golf pointers from Chris Ransa Monday
afternoon at the Road Scholar College Tour behind
O’Brien Stadium.

Ryan Carley, a senior computer management major, keeps good balance
during a friendly game of financial twister Monday afternoon at the Financial
tent of the Road Scholar College Tour.

COLIN MCAULFFE/
PHOTO EDITOR

COLIN MCAULIFFE/PHOTO EDITOR

COLIN MCAULIFFE/PHOTO EDITOR

Morgan Frericks, a freshman undeclared major, test
drives a Jeep Liberty at the Road Scholar College Tour,
Monday afternoon, in the parking lot behind O’Brien
Stadium. The Tour is there today until 4 p.m.

Stu’s
Tuesday

50¢ 16oz. Drafts
Miller Lite
$150 Pitchers
$100 Rolling Rock Bottles
DJ CANCER & DJ JAY KILLA
DROPPING TOP 40 BEATS
$3 Cover (It’s Miller Lite!)
NEW STAFF::NEW ATTITUDE::NEW LOOK::NEW STUS

DTD

Justin Cummings, a sophomore biology and Spanish major, runs through the
dancing air balloons, as part of the Road Scholar College Tour, Monday afternoon behind O’Brien Stadium.

DTD

DTD

DTD

DTD

DTD

DTD

Delta Tau Delta would like to
congratulate and welcome our new members
into our Brotherhood for Fall 2002
Pat Mahoney
Eric Orr
Gary Stachelski
Tony Miller
Shane Voight
Jacob Landers
Dave Emery
Rick Huffnus
Mike Kochalka Jason Domhenovich
Dan Kelly
Jeremy Mobley
Dan Silver
Stan Crinocki
Robbie McCartney
Drew Epley
Chris Getty
Jake Pollard
Ryan Ekola
Chris Lee
Mike Swan
Jake Graves
Eric Ferguson
Joe Atanion
DTD

DTD

DTD

DTD

ADVERTISE

DTD

DTD

Tuesday Night

Adam Jack, a sophomore physical
education major, slaps a rubber
street hockey ball at a net. Jack
was clocked at 70 mph, according
to the radar at the hockey tent.
Another feature at the site is a rock
climbing wall.

$1.50 Captain
Morgan Drinks
PS-2 John Madden
2003 Tournament
on 61” Sony
$5 Entry Fee

imagine.

DTD

You’llBe
Surprised by
the Results

advertise
581-2816
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CAMPUS

HELP

WANTED

CAMPUS SPOKESPERSON NEEDED: $15 per hour job on campus.
Campus Information Services is currently seeking highly motivated students. Must have strong interpersonal skills. Very outgoing. For more
information call: 1-800-375-5701
__________________________9/17
Customer Service/Sales. SEMESTER
WORK. $14.75 base-apt. Great
resume experience. Flexible schedule. No door to door or telemarketing.
Scholarships/Internships available.
Conditions exist. Details 217-3596909 or workforstudents.com/~np
__________________________9/18
HELP WANTED: LANDSCAPE
WORKERS: Part-time Job includes
shoveling, laying brick, stone, etc.
Starting pay $7.00 with opportunity for
raises. References and valid driver’s
license required. For application form,
call Franklin Landscaping at 345-2683.
__________________________9/19
Experienced babysitter AVAILABLE:
Education major available to babysit
in my home days/evenings/weekends
call 345-9246
__________________________9/20
HELP WANTED!
The Mattoon
Academy of Gymnastics and Dance
is looking for an experienced gymnastics and tumbling instructor. Phone
235-1080.
__________________________9/20
Help Wanted. Eastside Package
Liquors. Inquire within-evenings and
weekends. Must be 21. Call 3455722.
__________________________9/20
Bartender trainees needed $250 a
day potential. Local positions. 1-800293-3985 ext. 539
__________________________9/23
MODELS NEEDED. Male or
Female models for painting/drawing classes for Fall 2002 semester. To apply, come to the Art
Office, 300 Lawson Hall.
__________________________9/23
ACCOUNTING MAJORS. Parttime & Full-time for local printing
company. Capable to work in all
aspects
of
Accounts
Receivable/Payable. Candidate
must possess strong communication skills, have a PC background
and experience with accounting
software. Duties will also include
payroll. Apply in person at:
SCHOLASTIC RECOGNITION,
INC. 5955 Park Drive Charleston,
IL. For directions call 217-3459194.
__________________________9/24

HELP

WANTED

GRAPHIC ARTISTS. Part-time &
Full-time for local printing company. Must possess knowledge of
Illustrator, Quark, and PhotoShop.
Apply in person at: SCHOLASTIC
RECOGNITION, INC. 5955 Park
Drive Charleston, IL. For directions call 217-345-9194
__________________________9/24
Inserters needed at The Daily
Eastern News. Hours: 11pm - 2
am on an as needed basis. Apply
in person at 1802 Buzzard Hall or
call 581-7870 after 9:00 pm.
__________________________9/25
Part-Time up to $14.95 HR.
Repairing Mailings, flexible hours,
no selling, call 626-821-4035,
__________________________9/27

FOR

RENT

ROOMMATES WANTED: Near
Campus,
Single
Leases
Available. $275/mo. Call Lindsey
348-1479
__________________________9/17
3&4 BR Apts, 2-4 people,
REDUCED RATES, SEMESTER
LEASES! Close to campus. No
pets. 348-8305
__________________________9/18
NICE, REMODELED! 7 Bedroom
house. 2 Full bathrooms, W/D,
dishwasher. Available for 4-7 people. Near rec center. Lease negotiable. Priced right. 345-6967
__________________________9/18
LARGE, 3 bedroom house with
basement. 2 Baths, W/D, dishwasher. Lease negotiable. Close
to campus. 345-6967
__________________________9/18
FURNISHED, LARGE APARTMENT. 1 Bedroom/$345, 2
Bedrooms/$220 each. 1/2 block
from campus. Lease negotiable.
345-6967.
__________________________9/19
PAID UTILITIES! GREAT 5 BR
house, Jackson Ave, 2 Rooms
Avail, $250, Central Air, W/D. Call
345-9665
__________________________9/19
Near campus, clean and
attractive house for rent, 4
bedroom, 2 bathroom, w/d
348-0712
__________________________9/19
2 bedroom apt. furnished, low
utilities, few blocks from campus.
Available 1/02-6/03. $250/mo.
348-3304.
__________________________9/20

FOR

RENT

FOR

New Large 1 BR Apt. All appliances, including W/D; trash
included. Available Oct 1. Call
348-6682
__________________________9/25
Large 1 or 2 BR Apt. off
Charleston Square. $495/mo
includes heat, water, trash pickup, appliances. No pets. 3452617
__________________________9/27
Newly remodeled 2 bdrm apt.
Stove, refrigerator included.
Washer and dryer hook up.
$450 per month. 345-2467.
__________________________10/4
Near campus, adorable. 4
bedroom house, 10 month
lease, available immediately.
Washer/dryer, off street parking. 348-0712
__________________________00
Single apt on square. $350
includes gas/water/trash. Dave
345-2171 9-11am
__________________________00
3 BEDROOM 2 BATH HOUSE. 2
BLOCKS FROM EIU. W/D
INCLUDED. $200 EACH. CALL
348-1067
__________________________00
2 bedroom apts, furn/unfurn, nice
apts, great locations. No Pets.
From $200/per person/mo. 3457286
__________________________00
Large 1 bedroom apt., just painted, garage, laundry, avail. immediately 345-7286
__________________________00
3 bedroom apt, new kitchen w/
dishwasher, microwave, cent air,
laundry, very nice. No pets 3457286
__________________________00
No more waiting in line for the
bathroom. New 3 & 4 BR, 2 bath
large apts. DSL Internet, W/D
included.
$225-$250/person.
348-1067.
__________________________00
ALL GALS: Very clean, 2 BR
furnished apt. Water, trash,
laundry room, all included for
$260/mo. on the corner, 111
2nd st. Right next to park.
Day: 235-3373, Evening: 3485427
__________________________00
NICE, NEWLY REMODELED 3
BEDROOM APARTMENTS. RENT
AS LOW AS $250/PERSON. FURNISHED. SUPER LOW UTILITIES.
345-5022
__________________________00

A 3 BR Duplex Apt. W/D, water
and trash included. $225 each,
3 people. Available June 1st.
Not close to campus. 2320656.
__________________________00
Leasing for Fall 2002. Several
1 bedroom apts, efficiency
apts and a 3 bedroom house
all within walking distance to
Eastern. Call 348-0006
__________________________00
AVAILABLE JANUARY 2002:
LARGE 2 & 3 BEDROOM
APARTMENTS
LOCATED
NEXT TO THE BUZZARD
BUILDING.
RECENTLY
RECARPETED. FOR LEASING
INFORMATION CALL 3480157
OR
581-3681
or
www.lanmanproperties.com.
__________________________00
2 BR UNF. APT. W/ STOVE,
REFRIG, AC, LAUNDRY IN
COMPLEX. TRASH PD. 1305
18th ST. $395 MO. SINGLE/
$460 2 ADULTS. PH 3487746.
__________________________00
For Rent 1,2, and 3 bedroom
furnished apartments on campus. Signing incentives. Call
348-1479
__________________________00
BELL RED DOOR APTS. 1,2,
& 3 BEDROOM, OFF STREET
PARKING. SPRING SEMESTER 2003 RELEASES AVAILABLE. OFFICE 345-1266 OR
346-3161.
__________________________00
NEWLY REMODELED 2 bdrm.
apt. very close to campus, low
utilities, 10 month lease. 3455048.
__________________________00
1,2,&3 BDRM. APTS. OLDTOWNE
MANAGEMENT.
CLOSE TO CAMPUS. 3456533.
__________________________00
1 BLOCK FROM OLD MAIN-3
BR UNF. APT W/ STOVE,
REFRIG,
DISHWASHER,
MICROWAVE,
CATHEDRAL
CEILING, INDIV. SINK/VANITY
IN
EACH
ROOM,
WATER/TRASH PD. 348-7746
__________________________00
5 BEDROOM HOUSE 1 BLOCK
FROM OLD MAIN-2 BATH LIVING
ROOM, DINING ROOM, KITCHEN,
STOVE, REFRIG.1520 9th ST. PH.
348-7746
__________________________00
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Ogler
Family girl
In that case
Word of accord
English county
bordering
London

of Athens
43 Gave temporarily
44 Sticks up
DOWN
45 Disney collec1
Go
off script
tor’s item
2
Madrid
museum
46 Encyclopedia
3 Mover and
unit: Abbr.
shaker
48 Ground breaker
4
Lamb ma’am
50 Rainbow
Coalition
5 Back streets
founder
6 Occupied
56 Signal enhancer 7 Photo envelope
59 Confined, with
enclosure, for
“up”
short
60 “___ luck?”
8 Grand ___
(island near
61 “To Kill a
Florida)
Mockingbird”
novelist
9 Title for
Münchhausen
63 Welcome one’s
guests, maybe 10 Oahu wingding
65 Korea’s home
11 Coffee holders
12 Chess ending
ANSWER TO TODAY’S PUZZLE
14 Cry of eagerness
18 Au ___ (how
some potatoes
are served)
21 “No way!”
24 Fundamental
25 Monarch’s rule
28 Claudius I’s
successor
29 Swedish car
30 “___ Well That
Ends Well”
31 Like some electric appliances
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30 cents per word first day ad runs. 10 cents per word each consecutive day
thereafter. 25 cents per word first day for students with valid ID, and 10 cents per word
each consecutive day afterward. 15 word minimum.
DEADLINE 2 p.m. PREVIOUS DAY – NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous or in bad taste.
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50- or 61-Across 69
42 Severe lawgiver
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Dates to run: _________________________________
Ad to read:

34 Play starter
37 Most suitable
39 End of 17-, 23-,
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Under classification of: __________________________
Expiration code (office use only):
_________________
Person accepting ad: ________ Compositor: _______
No. words / days: ________Amount due: $_________
Payment:

ACROSS
1 Breathless
state?
6 Bach’s “Mass
___ Minor”
9 1930’s French
P.M. Léon
13 Dixie talk
14 ___-Day vitamins
15 Ambience
16 Record company
17 “Sense and
Sensibility”
actor, 1995
19 Altar vow
20 Works of Homer
22 Stimulate
23 1960’s-70’s pop
singer/actor
26 ___ Wednesday
27 Dig in
28 Codebreakers’
org.
31 Hectic episodes
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S
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Name: _________________________________
Address: _______________________________
Phone: _______________ Student: ❏ Yes ❏
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Islamic charity leader remains in federal detention
CHICAGO (AP) — An
Islamic
charity
leader
linked by prosecutors to
Osama bin Laden remained
behind bars Monday while
attorneys wrangled over
how to proceed with charges
that he lied in sworn statements.
Enaam Arnaout, 39, head
of
Benevolence
International Foundation,
appeared in court briefly
Monday, looking wan after
more than four months in
solitary confinement.
The Syrian-born charity
leader is set to appear
before U.S. Magistrate Ian
H. Levin on Wednesday on
charges of obstruction of
justice and making false

statements.
Disagreement erupted in
court Monday, however, as
defense attorneys urged federal
Judge
Joan
B.
Gottschall
to
remain
involved in the case.
In a stunning decision
Friday, Gottschall dismissed
perjury charges against
Arnaout and Benevolence.
Surprised by her decision,
federal prosecutors immediately replied by bringing
fresh charges of obstruction
of justice and false statements.
Government attorneys
were adamant Monday in
saying that since Gottschall
had dismissed the perjury
indictment, she no longer

know what it is.”
In the end, she gave Duffy
seven days to file briefs.
Duffy and other defense
attorneys left court refusing
to discuss their strategy. But
they plainly were pleased by
Gottschall’s Friday decision
and wanted her to retain
jurisdiction.
Benevolence
Attorney
Matthew Piers on Friday
night said the decision to dismiss the indictment was
“the product of a courageous
jurist.”
The
U.S.
Treasury
Department
froze
Benevolence bank accounts
Dec. 14, saying the charity,
then based in the Chicago
suburb of Palos Hills, was

had any role in the case.
“You are without jurisdiction,” U.S. Attorney Patrick
Fitzgerald said.
But defense attorney
Joseph Duffy, a former federal
prosecutor,
told
Gottschall that she had
ample authority to retain
jurisdiction. He asked her to
stay her order dismissing
the perjury indictment for
10 days to give the defense
time to plan its next step.
Gottschall said she was
unsure whether the law
would allow her to retain
jurisdiction in the case.
“I don’t know what’s going
on here,” Gottschall told the
lawyers. “I don’t know why.
Something’s going on. I don’t

suspected of providing
financing to terrorist organizations.
Benevolence responded
with a lawsuit against the
government.
As part of that lawsuit,
Arnaout signed affidavits
denying the charity funds
terrorism, military activity or violence. Declaring
that a falsehood, the government charged Arnaout
and Benevolence with
perjury.
In her Friday decision,
Gottschall held that the
perjury law doesn’t apply
to the affidavits signed by
Arnaout. She dismissed
the charges.
The new charges of

obstruction of justice and
making false statements
were accompanied by an
FBI affidavit that reiterated earlier allegations.
“Arnaout has a relationship with Osama bin
Laden and many of his
key associates dating
back more than a decade,
as evidenced by cooperating witnesses and seized
documents,” the FBI affidavit said.
It cited a cooperating
witness who said that
“BIF is an organization
that al-Qaida has used for
logistical support, including the movement of
money to fund its operations.”

Blagojevich

Look out Paul Newman for Grammy J’s
said he smoked new wine and cheese salad dressing

pot as a youth
SPRINGFIELD, Ill. (AP)
— Democratic gubernatorial
nominee Rod Blagojevich
said Monday he smoked
marijuana twice when he
was college-aged but was so
inept at it he does not know
if he inhaled.
“I did it twice, and I’m a
nonsmoker,” Blagojevich
said at a Statehouse news
conference. “I don’t like it; I
run. So I don’t know if I
inhaled or not,” Blagojevich
said.
“I never liked the smell
of it, but it was a smell that
we all of our generation are
very familiar with, and I’m
sure I’m not the only one in
this room who can recognize
that
smell,”

FOR

RENT

LINCOLNWOOD
PINETREE
APARTMENTS Now showing 2
and 3 bedroom apartments available IMMEDIATELY, 2ND SEMESTER, or select your apartment
NOW for fall 2003! LINCOLNWOOD PINETREE offers lots of
space, swimming pool, volleyball
court, walk to campus. Located
across from Carman Hall. 3456000
__________________________00
WANTED: roommates- 3 bedroom furnished apartment, $270
plus utilities. Call Kim at 3463583.
__________________________9/13

FOR

SALE

FOR SALE: 4 Cardinals vs.
Diamondbacks tickets for
9/25. Make offer. Proceeds
go to charity. Call Cliff: 5816567
__________________________9/23
Pentium 133, 16 MB Ram, 4
6B HDD, Win 95, 28.8
Modem, Office 97, Much
more software, HP Deskjet
672C Printer, 14” Monitor.
$200 OBO. Call 581-7245, lv
msg.
__________________________9/24
Playstation, 2 controllers, 11
games, 360 Block memory card.
$200 OBO. Call 581-7245, lv
msg.
__________________________9/24

ROOMMATES

Roomates wanted- near campus, single leases Available.
$275/month Call Lindsey at 3481479
__________________________9/12

WAMAC, Ill. (AP) —
“Grammy J” is going commercial.
“Grammy J” is Marilyn
Jollif owner of Jerry’s Grill
& Bar in Wamac, and the
product she’s now selling is
the wine and cheese salad
dressing that customers
there have enjoyed for 14
years — typically consuming 18 gallons of it a week on
their combined salads.
It’s now being made and
bottled in Bloomington and
is being sold in 16-ounce bottles at the restaurant. It may
soon be appearing in the
refrigerated salad dressing
sections of area supermarkets, and perhaps in other
restaurants.
Jerry’s began selling the
bottled dressing from a
refrigerated display area in

mid-August.
“Our customers have
begged us for years, but I
would never go for bottling
the dressing because I
thought they’d put too many
preservatives in it, and I
don’t want preservatives,”
Jolliff said.
She said it was unrelenting pressure from her sister,
Joyce Peak, who lives in
Arizona in the winter and in
Minnesota in the summer,
that finally made her
change her mind.
That pressure was mostly
exerted on Tammy Taylor, a
waitress at the restaurant.
“She said, ‘Tammy, make
her do that,’ so Tammy finally said, ‘Let’s try it and see
what happens,’ and I said
‘OK,”’ Jolliff said.
Major Products, a company in Bloomington, said it

would take Jolliff’s recipe
and make the salad dressing
without preservatives. At
first, it didn’t work quite
right, Jolliff said.
The exact blend of cheese
in the dressing is the real
secret, and specific cheeses
are required, she said.
“There are so many
cheeses on the market, but
they don’t melt the same, so
in the first batch they made
they put cheese in it that
wouldn’t melt, and I said that
wouldn’t do,” Jolliff said.
“They said, ‘Marilyn, if you
insist on using that particular
cheese, it’s going to cost more
money to bottle it.’ I said, ‘I’m
far too into this thing to go for
cheap now. If it costs more
money to bottle it, it’s just
going to have to cost more.’”
The correct cheese was
found and the commercial

recipe — which Jolliff says is
identical to the dressing
made in the restaurant —
was finalized.
The bottled dressing, with
a label designed by local
artist Art Borum, is being
sold as “Grammy J’s
Gourmet Wine & Cheese
Dressing.”
The name comes from
Jolliff’s nickname.
Her grandchildren call her
“Grammy J,” and the name
also appears on the license
plate of her truck.
The restaurant is selling 16ounce bottles of the refrigerated dressing for $4 plus tax,
Jolliff said.
“Our customers are thrilled
to death,” she said. “One lady
came in the other day and saw
the cooler, and she just started
squealing, she was so tickled.”

PERSONALS

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ANNOUNCEMENTS

KAPPA DELTA welcomes back
our Gamma Chi & PHC members: Lori Coyle, Stephanie
Hackett, Lara Renner, Kate
Betz, Jessica Junge, Ciara
Manno, Erin Ruhnow & Chelle
Staake. Your sisters have
missed you so much!
__________________________9/17
Marcie of KAPPA DELTA:
Thanks a million for organizing a fantabulous Bar n
Dance Saturday night! Heehaw!! Your crazy KD sister,
Niki
__________________________9/17
Welcome Back Jess G, Carrie J, &
Sarah M!!! Love, Your AST
Sisters.
__________________________9/17

Fraternities~Sororities~Clubs
~Student Groups. Earn
$1000-$2000 this semester
with
a
proven
CampusFundraiser 3 hour
fundraising event. Our
programs make fundraising
easy
with
no
risks.
Fundraising dates are filling
quickly, so get with the program! It works. Contact
CampusFundraiser
at
888.923.3238,
or
visit
www.campusfundraiser.com
__________________________9/19

FREE
DIETARY
ASSESSMENTS!
Call Beth at 5817786 for more information!
__________________________9/20
PARTY STUFF!! Hawaiian leis, grass
skirts, coconut bras, Mardi Gras
beads, wigs, cowboy hats, tiaras,
adult birthday and bachelorette gags
& gifts. GRAND BALL- 609 6th St,
Charleston. Tues-Fri 12-6, Sat 10-2
__________________________9/20
What kind of drinker are you? Find
out at mystudentbody.com Use EIU
as your school code.
__________________________9/20

Parents weekend openings at Days
Inn for Sept. 27&28. Minimum of 2
nights. Call 345-7689
__________________________9/24
16 Years-One Spring Break
Destination-One Company! Travel
with BIANCHI-ROSSI TOURS, the
most successful Acapulco Spring
Break company ever, & you will never
want to use a different Spring Break
company again! Sign up by Nov. 1 &
get over $100 in food & merchandise
FREE. 800.875.4525. www.biancirossi.com. Travel FREE-ask how!!
________________________10/31

SPRING BREAK 2003 Travel With
STS Americas #1 Student Tour
Operator. Jamaica, Cancun,
Acapulco, Bahamas, or Florida.
Sell Trips Earn Cash Travel Free.
Information/Reservations. 1-800648-4849 or www.ststravel.com.
__________________________11/1
#1 Spring Break Vacations!
Mexico, Jamaica, Bahamas,
Florida, Texas! Campus Reps
Wanted! Best Prices. Free Parties
& Meals! 1-800-234-7007 endlesssummertours.com
________________________12/16

Blagojevich said.
He said he has not tried
any other kind of illicit
drug and does not support
legislation to legalize marijuana.
A
spokesman
for
Republican nominee Jim
Ryan said Ryan has never
used any illegal drug.
Last month, Democratic
Party chairman Michael
Madigan said there were
indiscretions
in
Blagojevich’s life that he
could discuss, but Madigan
declined to elaborate on
that statement. Madigan’s
comments
came
after
Blagojevich
called
Madigan
arrogant
for
arranging a state grant for
a friend’s livestock show.

DOONESBURY

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

ANNOUNCEMENTS
SPRING BREAK INSANITY!
W W W. I N T E R - C A M P U S . C O M
OR CALL 1-800-327-6013.
GUARANTEED
LOWEST
PRICES! CANCUN, JAMAICA,
FLORIDA AND BAHAMAS
PARTY CRUISE! 15 YEARS
EXPERIENCE! FREE TRIPS
FOR CAMPUS REPS!
__________________________9/17
LICENSED HOME DAYCARE:
Available all shifts. Contact us
at 348-9210
__________________________9/19
Earn
$1,000-$2,000
this
semester with a proven
Campus Fundraiser 3 hour
fundraising event. Our programs make fundraising easy
with no risks.
Fundraising
dates are filing quickly, so get
with the program! It works.
Contact Campus Fundraiser at
(888) 923-3238, or visit www.
campusfundraiser.com
__________________________9/19

MOTHER

GOOSE

&

GRIM

BY MIKE PETERS
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WOMEN’S

RUGBY

Rugby team blows out Ohio University 55-0
Panthers have outscored opponents 104-12 so
far this season on their way to a 3-0 record.

◆

By Andy Werhane
S TA F F W R I T E R

After Saturday’s 55-0 blowout win against Ohio University, the
Eastern women’s rugby team had outscored its three opponents
104-12.
The Panthers beat Illinois State 49-0 and Southern Illinois 1912 on a doubleheader Sept. 7 at Southern Illinois-Carbondale.
Then came Saturday’s home-opening mauling of Ohio. As the
team will begin preparing for a matchup with an old rival
Saturday, head coach Frank Graziano was pleased with his
young team’s performance.
“The girls are playing well,” Graziano said. “We have a lot of
talent. This is the most talented team we’ve had since I got here.”
The Panthers are talented and young. The team is led by captain Erin Voelz, assistant captain Mary Archer, and last year’s
team MVP Kate Taake. These three girls constitute almost half
of the upperclass portion of the roster. A mere eight of them are
on a roster of 28. The younger players have learned quickly.
Graziano said they continue to excel and gain confidence.
“With any young team, confidence goes a long way,” said
Graziano. “And wins are the best way to build that confidence.”
It’s a good thing that confidence is building, because this
Saturday the Panthers square off at Lakeside Field against
Miami (Ohio) University. Two years ago, the team suffered a
tough loss to the RedHawks in Oxford, Ohio. Some of the upperclassmen still remember that game and are hungry for revenge.
Graziano said that task won’t be a walk in the park.
“Miami plays a similar style to Ohio, but they are a little more
talented and experienced,” Graziano said.
A win this Saturday will be a key to success for the remainder
of the year. Saturday begins a stretch against some key opponents. After Miami, the Panthers will be tested in up coming
weeks by Ohio State on Sept. 27, then by Arkansas on Oct. 5.
The rest of the year, the team will play Missouri, Kansas,
Florida State, Vanderbilt and Dayton.
Graziano said he hopes to see some fans come out and support
them during their remaining home games, especially this weekend. He said with some good weather, his team will get nice
crowds and provide great entertainment.

S T E P H E N H A A S / S TA F F P H O T O G R A P H E R

Senior winger Anne LeLannic carries the ball against Ohio at home on Saturday. The Panthers won the match 55-0.

Phi Kappa Theta
Rush Schedule
Monday ~ Meet the Phi Kaps in the Union
Tuesday ~ Subway Dinner
Wednesday ~ Pasta Dinner
Thursday ~ Formal Smokes
848 6th St.
For Rides/Information Call 345-4371

STiX

Stop into Stix
Tuesday
• $1.00 16 oz. Domestic Drafts
• $1.25 UV Mixers

DJ Spider 9-Close

NO COVER!
Lunch Special: Gyro, Fries, & Draft $2.99

PI
KAPPA
ALPHA
Fall Rush Schedule 2002

PKA

Tuesday, September 17th - 6pm to 9pm
Join the Men of Pi Kappa Alpha at their house on
Greek Court. Free Blimpies Sandwiches and some
of the beautiful ladies of EIU.

Wednesday, September 18th - 6pm to 9pm
Join the Men of Pi Kappa Alpha for Papa Johns
pizza

Thursday, September 19th - 6:30pm to 9pm
Pi Kappa Alpha Smoker
For rides or info call Dave at 581-6525

Every Tuesday

$2

00 Captain
Mixers

Thinking of
ways to make
money???

Pool Tourney
7 pm

One ad in the
Daily Eastern
News Classified
will make

Euchre Tourney

money for

8 pm

you!
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GOLF

Golf team opens season with tournament victory
By Aaron Seidlitz
S TA F F W R I T E R

Eastern men’s golf team
opened their fall season on a
high note by taking first place in
the Harris Invitaitional hosted
by Southeast Missouri.
The team finished the tournament in first place by defeating
St. Louis by a narrow margin.
With this win, Eastern posted its
first victory since the 2002 tournament at Bradley University

during last year’s spring season.
Ending the final round with a
score of 284 and a total score of
852, the Panthers finished just
one stroke ahead of St. Louis.
Right
behind
St.
Louis,
Southeast Missouri completed
the tournament in third place
just two strokes behind the leading Panthers.
Senior leaders Dave Rella tied
for third and Matt Holmes finished in a five-way tie for fourth
respectivly as both players

delivered down the stretch.
Rella finished the final two
rounds under par shooting 69
and then 68. Holmes was also
impressive down the stretch
shooting a career best 67.
Coming on strong during
crunch-time proved to be a huge
moment for the Panthers, as
they got off to an especially good
start.
“I think what’s most impressive was facing tight competition throughout. We held our

Meinheit:

Flames:

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

Panthers try to spoil Flames win
streak and coach’s shot at 400
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

“They have a lot of good people returning,”
Winkeler said. “They are going to be much more
experienced than we are. Offensively they are
going to use a lot of people which can be difficult to defend.”
The Panthers will not only be trying to win,
but they will be trying to prevent UIC head
coach Don August from getting his 400th career
win. In 22 seasons, August has coached his team
to seven 20 win seasons and a .526 winning percentage.

NBA

Ewing to retire?
NEW YORK (AP) - Patrick Ewing, an 11-time allstar in 17 NBA seasons, called a news conference for
Tuesday amid speculation he was going to announce
his retirement.
The news conference, to be held at a midtown
Manhattan hotel, was arranged by a private public
relations firm.
This lead to the speculation that the 40-year-old
Ewing will retire from the NBA.

1305 Lincoln Ave
217-345-6424
Open for Breakfast
Weekdays 5am - 11am
Weekends 5am - 12pm

Chicken Lunch

3 Piece Dinner

2 pieces of chicken
3 pieces of chicken
mashed potatoes & Gravy mashed potatoes & Gravy
coleslaw
coleslaw
Every
biscuit
2 biscuits

$2

65

Tuesday
11am - 8pm

$3

00

son with a victory will help the
team’s confidence, especially
since they played competition
they will see frequently
throughout the year. Coming out
of this tournament the Panther’s
will go into a tournament at
Illinois State which will hold the
D.A. Weibring Intercollegeiate
from Sept. 15-17. The next tournament will be the DePaul
Invitational at Prairie Landing
golf course set to take place
Sept. 22-24.

Sports Network I-AA Poll

This day in Panther sports...

Team

◆ 1994 – Volleyball team loses
3-1 to SEMO in OVC opener.

Previous Rank

1. Montana (3-0)
1
2. McNesse St. (3-0)
3
3. Lehigh (2-0)
2
4. Maine (3-0)
6
5. Appalachian St. (1-1) 5
6. N. Iowa (1-1)
4
7. Furman (1-1)
4
8. Portland St. (2-0)
10
9. Georgia Southern (1-1) 9
10. N’western St. (3-0) 13
11. Youngstown St. (1-1)12
12. Hofstra (2-1)
17
13. Eastern Illinois (0-2) 8
14. Villanova (2-1)
11
15. Florida A & M (2-1) 19
16. Grambling St. (2-1) 20
17. William & Mary (1-2) 18
18. Northeastern (2-0) 22
19. N. Arizona (2-1)
NR
20. Western Illinois (2-0) NR
21. E. Kentucky (1-2)
16
22. Richmond (1-1)
23
23. Holy Cross (2-0)
25
24. B.-Cookman (3-0) NR
25. Alabama St. (3-0)
NR

Taylor:
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

Others receiving votes (in order of
points): Sam Houston State, Delaware,
The Citadel, Hampton, Stephen F. Austin,
Jacksonville State, Harvard, Wofford,
Western Kentucky, Montana State,
Massachusetts, Nicholls State, Fordham,
Idaho State, James Madison, South
Carolina State, Western Carolina,
Lafayette, Southwest Missouri State, St.
Mary’s (Calif.), Pennsylvania, GardnerWebb, Eastern Washington, Southeast
Missouri, Southwest Texas, Delaware
State.

The Panthers have failed to do
that in the season’s first two
weeks.
Eastern has played two consistent quarters of football, the first
period of both the Hawaii and
Kansas State games.
“We’ve shown we can hang with
most people until we start making
mistakes and we give up big
plays,” Spoo said. “That’s what it
all comes down to. There was no
real intimidation factor there at
all.”
But there won’t be any major
changes this week. Spoo said his
team has succeeded many times
at what it does best.
“It’s just a matter of everyone
contributing,” he said. “We’ve all
got to be on the same page and be
focused. We can’t have any breakdowns like we’ve had.”

Attention Convertable
EIU 2002 Homecoming
Committee is looking for convertible
owners who would
be willing to volunteer and
drive their cars in
the Homecoming
Parade on Saturday October 12.
Please contact the student life office at
581-5117 by Tuesday September 17.

A D V E RT I S E !

THANKS!

Lambda Chi Alpha

“It’s where you belong”

My main goal was to not show up on some blooper
reel by getting ran over by a player or getting hit
below the belt by an errent pass (which nearly happened in the second quarter).
It didn’t take me long to realize why I don’t like
big schools. After KSU made a two-point conversion
to make it 8-0 after returning a blocked punt for a
touchdown, I knew they had no respect for Eastern.
I was one of the happiest people there when
Eastern was only down 15-13 at the end of the first
quarter. But it was all downhill from there and KSU’s
fan’s seemed to do nothing but insult the Panthers.
I wanted to punch every one of those people in the
face. Did they not realize that we are a I-AA team?
The only person from KSU that I had any respect
for was the mascot.
The mascot’s name is Willy the Wildcat (everyone
in the newsroom knows I love alliteration — I know,
I’m a big nerd).
This guy was wearing this giant Wildcat head.
Every time KSU scored, he had to do push-ups for
every point KSU had. When the score gets up to 63,
and he is doing these pushups with that stupid head
on, that is impressive physical feat (physical feat,
that’s more alliteration).
So around 5:30 p.m. we left Manhattan to come
back to Chucktown.
Around 7:30 p.m. we entered Missouri. I looked at
my traveling companion and said what everyone
probably says when they leave the sunflower state.
“We’re not in Kansas anymore.”

own down the stretch and didn’t
make the key mistakes St. Louis
and Southeast Missouri did,”
Eastern head coach Jay Albaugh
said.
Other teams that the Panthers
opposed included such schools
as Tennessee Tech, Morehead
State, and Murray State. All
teams are in the OVC, and with
this win, the Panthers should
have a good gage on what to
expect for the rest of the season.
Of course opening up the sea-

Tuesday Sept. 17th, 6-9 p.m.
Barbeque - House
Wednesday Sept. 18th, 6-9p.m.
Little Ceaser’s Pizza - House
Thursday Sept. 19th, 6-9 p.m.
Subway - House

1020 Greek Court
Call 581-6890 for questions and rides
Howdy
You

could

Partner...
have

right

advertised
here!
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T U E S D AY
F R I D AY

Tuesday, September 17, 2002
S AT U R D AY

LONG

SHOT

4 p.m.
7 p.m.
4 p.m.
7 p.m. Lantz Arena
7:30 p.m.
6 p.m. O’Brien Field

VOLLEYBALL

Can Flames be cooled?

Matt Meinheit

Eastern travels to play hot UIC
team in non-conference battle

A S S O C I AT E S P O RT S E D I T O R

◆

We’re not in
Kansas
anymore
Road trip!
What other two words are
more exciting to college kids?
Maybe ‘Free drinks’ or ‘easy
A,’ but nothing creates college
memories like piling a bunch
of friends into a car for hours
on the open highway.
So when I left for Kansas
State Friday afternoon to witness Eastern’s obliteration at
the hands of the Wildcats, I
was ready for a good time.
The most important part of
any road trip is always the car.
In my case we were traveling
in a little four-door Saturn. Just
imagine two six-foot-plus guys
folding into this little Saturn.
I’m 6-foot-4 so I always feel
like I’m climbing in and out of
a clown car whenever I have to
drive somewhere.
Knowing that I would be
stuck in this car for the eighthour drive to Manhattan, I was
expecting to loose the use of
one of my limbs after I unfolded myself out of the car.
The second most important
part of a road trip is music,
something my riding companion had covered. In his rather
eclectic collection of songs, I
got to listen to everything from
Nelly to Men at Work to
Hansen to Britney Spears to
U2. By far the song I heard the
most this weekend was
Weezer’s “Keep Fishing.” Each
time we listened to that song
we felt compelled to say,
“They’re not half bad” when
the song was over. “They’re all
bad!” in tribute to the music
video that features the muppets.
But seriously, muppets are
hilarious.
We left a little after 3 p.m.
Friday and didn’t get to
Manhattan until a little after
midnight. That’s nine hours in
the car minus a half hour stop
at Burger King for dinner. We
would have been there sooner,
but we got lost in Topeka, Kan.
looking for a place to go to the
bathroom.
A word of advice, when
you’re on a road trip, super sizing your drink may seem like a
bargain at the time, but in the
long run you’re better off with
the regular size.
The third most important
part of a road trip is accommodations. The motel we stayed
at cost $40 a night. What a
deal! Except it looked like a
place that I had seen on Cops,
minus guys in stained tank top
undershirts.
I was looking forward to
stealing some towels and complimentary shampoo. No such
luck, but what do you expect
when the room cost $40 a
night?
We arrived at KSU’s Wagner
Field about an hour before
game time Saturday. This was
my first visit to a major football venue. People talk about
athletes getting jitters before a
big game in front of a big
crowd, but I can say I had jitters too, and all I had to do was
take some stupid pictures.
SEE MEINHEIT

Men’s soccer at Western
Volleyball at Illinois-Chicago
Wen’s Soccer vs. Colorado
Volleyball vs. Morehead State
Men’s Soccer at Wisconsin
Football vs. Indiana State
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By Matt Williams
S TA F F W R I T E R

C A I T L I N B U L L I S / A S S O C I AT E S P O RT S E D I T O R

Senior outside hitter Karen Liss bumps the ball in a recent practice. Liss and the Panthers travel
to play the University of Illinois-Chicago Tuesday at 7 p.m.

The Eastern volleyball team barely has any
time to rest after this weekend’s trip to Missouri
as it travels to play the University of IllinoisChicago Tuesday at 7 p.m.
The Panthers (5-5) will play their fifth match in
as many days leaving them a little fatigued and
banged up.
“Right now we have the normal bumps and
bruises,” Eastern head coach Brenda Winkeler
said. “We are keeping our trainer busy.”
To make matters worse Eastern is playing a hot
UIC team coming off its third tournament title
this season. The Flames (9-2) are coming off a
first-place finish in the Fairfield Tournament last
weekend and usually gives Eastern a tough time.
“Traditionally we have gone to Chicago and
played poorly,” Winkeler said. “We want to be able
to go there and improve on our defense and blocking.”
The Panthers are coming off of a third place
finish in the Quality Inn Tiger Invitational where
they finished 2-2. Winkeler was able to get a good
look at several different players and is seeing
some improvement from some of her younger
players. “Definitely the freshmen did a good job
for us over the weekend,” Winkeler said. They are
working hard and continuing to improve.”
One of Winkeler’s standout freshmen has been
middle hitter Megan Kennedy. Kennedy started
in all 10 of the matches this season and leads the
team in blocks with 1.03 per game.
Winkeler will also look to senior outside hitter
Karen Liss, sophomore setter Lindsay Perkins,
and sophomore outside hitter Erica Gerth to end
their unlucky tradition.
Liss is the team leader in kills with 3.28 per
game while Perkins and Gerth are coming off of
career outings against Arkansas-Little Rock
Tiger Invitational. Perkins had a career-high 27
kills and Perkins added 69 kills against the
Trojans.
The Flames also boast a solid lineup to match
up against the Panthers. They return four starters
from last season including Horizon league second-teamer junior outside hitter Teaha Shepperd
and all-newcomer sophomore setter Dawn
Strahanoski.
SEE FLAMES
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FOOTBALL

Taylor should be ready for Indiana State
Spoo expects team to be at full
strength for Saturday’s home opener

◆

By Nate Bloomquist
SPORTS EDITOR

It doesn’t quite have the same ring, but “Remember
Kansas State” could soon be the Panther football
team’s rallying cry.
Head coach Bob Spoo said he’s glad Saturday’s 6313 loss is behind them, but said he doesn’t want his
team to forget the mental mistakes it made.
“We need to clean up our act,” Spoo said. “Mentally
the intensity has to be there. Indiana State will be a
tougher game than last year. We’re not kidding ourselves, just because we’ve got I-AA teams the rest of
the season. It won’t be easy.”
The Panthers must also clean up some open
wounds.
The most noticeable loss suffered at Manhattan,
Kan., was J.R. Taylor. He left the game in the second
half and walked off the field with an arm brace. Taylor
was out of the brace Monday, which is the Panthers
day off from practice.
Spoo said he expects all of his team to be at full
strength for Saturday’s home opener against Indiana
State. He said Taylor’s health is day-to-day, but had
confidence in a recovery.
The Panther pass rush struggled against Kansas
State, but Spoo insisted it wasn’t a cause for concern.
“You’ve just got to give (Kansas State) credit too,”
he said. “We didn’t get pressure on the ball, and they
did a good job of keeping us away.”
Spoo’s mentality didn’t change much Monday after
watching film of the Kansas State game. He’s been
singing the same refrain since Day 1 — prevent the
opponents’ big plays and make plenty of your own.
S E E TAY L O R
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M AT T M E I N H E I T / S TA F F P H O T O G R A P H E R

Junior tailback J.R Taylor left in the second quarter of the Kansas State game. Taylor plans on
being back on the field for Eastern’s home opener against Indiana State on Saturday.

